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Next Meeting: Thursday March 9, 2017 @ 7:30pm at Stoney Creek Airport 
Guests are ALWAYS welcome! 

March Meeting Update from the Programs Director 
 
The EAA Chapter 65 monthly meeting is this Thursday, March 9 at 7:30pm at the EAA 
Clubhouse - Stoney Creek Airport - 684 Mud Street East. As always, guests are 
welcome! 
 
Our guest speaker will be retired RCAF Brigadier General Paul Hayes who will talk 
about his life as an F-86 fighter pilot during the cold war in 1960s Europe.  
 
Paul joined the RCAF Auxiliary in 1951. He received his pilot’s wings in 1953 and flew 
Vampire and F-86 jet fighters on defense of Canada operations with 411 “County of 

York” Squadron in Toronto until December 
1956, when he joined the RCAF Regular 
Forces. He served in Europe from 1957 to 
1963 as a pilot on the F-86 Sabre, first with 422 (Fighter) Squadron and 
then as Tactical Advisor to 73 Wing of the German Air Force. Upon his 
return to Canada he held various flying and administrative positions 
until leaving the Regular Force in 1964 to continue his university 
studies. At that time, Paul rejoined 411 Air Reserve Squadron and 
eventually served as the Commanding Officer from February 1976 to 
October 1978. 
 
Since leaving the military, Paul continues to be an active general 
aviation pilot who holds a commercial IFR license and has over 7500 
hours in his logbook.  
 
Paul was also a long time COPA Flight 44 Captain and National 
Director. 
 
Paul is an engaging speaker and will have a very interesting Power 
Point presentation to share with us. 
 
Spread the word.  Visitors are always welcome! 
 

Joe Brunski 
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A little club history from Sport Aviation Magazine 
September 1961, thanks to Jack Wiebe! 
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Flying the Long-EZ - Tim Kavanaugh 
 
It was June 2014 and I had just bought a Long-
EZ. My first thought was; “how do I fly my new 
canard find?”. Most of you know that I am 
building a Cozy IV, also a canard aircraft, so my 
thought was to buy the Long-EZ, and fly it as I 
continue to build. In August of 2014 I got in 
touch with a Cozy IV owner by the name of Larry 
Hill, Larry's plane is at the Muskoka airport and 
with a phone call I had an invitation to meet him 
and fly with him in his Cozy IV. 
It was hot and I was very nervous on the drive 
up. My unconfident thoughts crept to the 
surface; “What am I getting myself into?”. At 9am sharp, Larry was waiting to meet me and 

turned out to be quite a gentleman! I quickly got 
strapped into the Cozy IV and he commanded me 
to taxi the aircraft, as he operated the radio. With a 
lump in my throat, and a scan for obstacles, I 
pushed the throttle forward and we were rolling. 
The shock had barely worn off and before I even 
realized that I was speeding down the runway, he 
told me to rotate! Wow, just like that, I was up! 
Once in the air he made me do all kinds of upper air 
work for a total of 3 hours on the Hobbs. The 
hardest part of it all was the touch and goes. We 
must have done ten, but it was the visual on 

approach that he burned into my mind. That image 
was an important part of the training every canard 
pilot must see and experience. 
After all was said and done, Larry said that I was 
“Good to go”, so I took my skill set that I had gained 
from him and in August of 2015 my great ground 
crew allowed me to do my first flight out of Stoney 
Creek on runway 20. Every time I fly I learn 
something new! Now that I am taking passengers, 
I’m having so much fun showing them a different 
perspective of their world! 

Cozy MK IV 
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RV Adventures  - Mark Rataj 
 
After weeks of low ceilings, poor visibilities or 
gusting winds, Monday January 30 
dawned to some decent 
VFR conditions. Not to 
miss out on the opportunity, 
I grabbed my flight gear and headed for 
Stoney Creek Airfield. 
The temperature was a little below freezing 
when I arrived so I first plugged in my engine 
sump heater to get the engine warming up. The hangar had a little snow in front of the door, so to get 
some exercise and to pass the time while the engine was warming up, I cleared the snow. 
 
After checking the weather and NOTAMS I filed a flight plan for Peterborough. I topped off the fuel 
tanks and launched. Ten miles from Peterborough I tuned in the Peterborough ATF and heard plenty of 
chatter. Obviously, others were taking advantage of the good weather too. Five miles out I called to 
inform the area traffic of my position and intentions. 27 was the active runway so I proceeded straight 
into the downwind leg and called again to update my position to the circuit traffic. Turning base I called 
once more and then on final, with one plane ahead of me, I waited for his call, short final, then called 
final #2.  
 
The preceding traffic was going to carry out a touch and go and then it would be my turn to land. Just 
then a twin Beech pulls onto the runway from the holding bay. I’m expecting the twin Beech to do a 
continuous roll and take off. The aircraft however stops. I know that my landing is now jeopardized. I 
initiate a go around. The Twin Beech begins a take off roll. Now I’m facing a possible collision. I 
descend to an altitude that allows me to maintain visual contact and manoeuver to the right of the 
runway. I pass the other aircraft and with the threat of a collision avoided I climb back to circuit altitude 
and rejoin the downwind. 
The occupants of the twin Beech must have been a little surprised when I passed them. By their action, 
I conclude that although they probably had seen me and/or heard my radio transmissions they assumed 
that with their experience of the usual traffic at Peterborough that I would take longer getting to the 
runway and that they had the time to depart. Herein lies a lesson. Assumptions can be dead wrong. The 
twin Beech pilot assumed I would take longer to reach the runway and I assumed he would wait for me 
to land before pulling onto the runway. Two assumptions, both wrong.  
 
The lesson: Never assume anything. Be ready for the unexpected. Play the “what if” game. Don’t get 
complacent! 
 
Happy flying! Stay safe in the sky. 
 

Mark  
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Flight to Ottawa International (CYOW) - Joe Brunski 
 
This has been a slow winter for flying so when an opportunity arose to fly to Ottawa for quick overnight 
trip this past Friday, the prospect of flying less than 4 hours in total for the round trip versus 10 hours of 
driving appealed to me, provide the weather was OK. 
By midweek the weather forecasts looked favourable, so I started planning for my first flight to Ottawa 
International, (CYOW).  I’ve flown to Ottawa’s Carp (CYRP) and Rockliffe (CYRO) airports many times, 
but I’d never flown to flown to CYOW.  Perhaps it was the intimidation of a Class C airspace, (same as 
Toronto’s CYYZ), or the landing fee – more on that later – or more likely, that I just didn’t have a good 
reason to fly to CYOW in the past.  That’s too bad, because CYOW has a lot to offer to general aviation 
pilots. 
Because weather can be so unpredictable at this time of year, I planned to drive if the weather was not 
suitable for the early afternoon departure. That morning I checked the weather online and an hour 
before I would have had to leave by car, if I could not fly, I called Flight Service for a full briefing.  
Forecasts called for generally clear skies with ceilings at 3500 feet or higher and strong westerly winds, 
with a slight chance of light and localized show flurries and no icing threats. Not great but other than a 
bumpy ride it definitely sounded manageable. The forecast for the following day Saturday, was for 
slightly better conditions for the return trip home. 
Happy that I was going to get some long awaited winter flying, I then drove to the Stoney Creek airport 
early in the afternoon, only to discover IFR conditions due to a localized band of blowing snow with low 
ceilings. A quick call to Flight Service indicated that the snow flurries were intermittent and extended 
from Brantford to Hamilton but that the rest of the route east of Hamilton looked good.   
Driving was no longer an option, and I still had plenty of time to make the trip if the weather cleared up, 
so I waited for about half an hour, and sure enough, the skies cleared up. Another call to Flight Service 
for a final weather check and to amend my flight plan, and I was able to launch into clear but windy 
skies at 2:30 pm. 
The planned route of flight was Stoney Creek to City Center to Oshawa and then direct to Ottawa 
International.  The first third of the flight was uneventful until I passed Campbellford. At that point the 
forecast intermittent light snow flurries started appearing with slightly lower ceilings. The skies were 
generally clearer to the south and dark to the north, so a slight southerly deviation kept me away from 
the poor visibility bands of snow, and in 15 minutes I was past the snow flurries, with nothing but clear 
skies ahead of me. Note: during this time I kept a very close eye for signs of icing and the weather at 
Trenton and Kingston. Both locations were reporting VFR conditions, so I knew that I could safely divert 
if I had to. 
Arrival into Ottawa entailed contacting Approach and squawking mode-C, then transitioning to a VFR 
route at 1500 AGL so as not to conflict with commercial traffic departing runway 22. Even though I 
thoroughly briefed myself of the arrival procedures and had the VFR points marked on my map, I 
advised Approach ATC, that this was my first arrival at CYOW and that I was not familiar with local 
landmarks. This made for easy flying as I was given vectors rather than landmarks for easier 
navigation. There are several restricted airspace locations in the vicinity, including the Parliament 
buildings and JTF2 airspace, so it’s good to keep well clear of the restricted airspace. 

 
...continued 
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Flight to Ottawa International (CYOW) - continued 
 
The hand off from terminal ATC to the tower 
was easy and I was cleared to the right 
downwind for Runway 22. 
I had planned to arrive before the heavy 
Friday afternoon commercial traffic, but the 
departure weather delay meant that I would 
arrive during the afternoon rush, which sees a 
commercial departure or arrival every few 
minutes. This turned out to be a non-issue as 
all general aviation traffic operates from the 
north end of field using Runway 04-22, while 
the big iron uses runways 07-25 or 14-32. Of 
course, GA pilots can request those runways 
instead if wind conditions don’t suit 07-25. 
Following a brief one hour and 38 minute 
flight, I landed and was directed to the Ottawa 
Flying Club, which has tie downs, and fuel. 
 
I was especially impressed by the Ottawa Flying club (OFC) – it’s really big and very welcoming. I called 
before arriving and requested a tie down with electricity for my engine heater, and sure enough as soon 
as I deplaned a couple of young rampies were pushing my plane into the spot that was reserved for me.  
Thanks guys… much appreciated. 
Overnight tie down fees are waived with a fuel purchase. 
 
I got a car from Hertz for a ridiculously low price of $27, so the $30 CYOW landing fee was easily offset 
by the cheap car rental. One of the young rampies offered to drive me to the Hertz booth in the main 

terminal, which made my day and I in turn 
made his with a nice tip! 
So within slightly more than half an hour of 
landing I was on my way in the rental car.  Hard 
to beat, even with a commercial flight.  
 
I returned to the Flying club late Saturday 
morning to low ceilings and some blowing 
snow. This gave me a chance to explore the 
explore OFC and to enjoy a late breakfast at 
the onsite diner. The diner is very similar to the 
one at the Brantford Airport – good food and 
reasonable prices! 

 
...continued 
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Flight to Ottawa International (CYOW) - continued 
 
I chatted with a local CFI who explained that 
OFC is the home of Algonquin College’s Aviation 
program.  This is a huge training facility in 
addition to a very active flying club. The place is 
buzzing with activity and has a great vibe to it.  
(More info here:  http://trial.ofc.ca/about-us/) 
 
General Aviation operations at CYOW are a bit 
different than what we’re used to at our local 
airports, but similar to many US airports. A few 
notable differences include: 
 Two tower frequencies – CYOW control zone 

is divided into two sectors with separate 
frequencies;   Tower on 120.1 when north of 
runway 07/25 centerline and 118.8 when 
south of the centerline. 

 Clearance Delivery – departing traffic must contact Clearance Delivery to obtain a transponder code 
before engine start (similar procedure at St Hubert airport in Montreal) 

 Modified circuit procedure for Runway 22 for noise abatement 
 Designated VFR arrival and departure routes with VFR reporting points 
 
None of this is difficult to understand or to comply with, but you absolutely must review the CFS and 
VTR map before launching to CYOW. 
The air traffic controllers I’m told are very accommodating and make sure that GA traffic is well 
integrated with the busy commercial traffic. Except for the landing fees, this is a very “general aviation 

friendly” airport. 
Following a nice breakfast, a tour of OFC and 
chat with the CFI, the weather started 
improving and I was able to leave shortly after 
lunch. The weather was better than the 
preceding day and except for 25-30 knot 
headwinds, the flight home was slightly bumpy 
but otherwise uneventful. 
The trip demonstrated that good planning with 
flexibility for weather delays can result in some 
nice winter cross country flying.   
Total flight time for the round trip was 3:45 
which was far nicer than the alternative 10 
hours of driving. 

Joe Brunski 



Ian Brown, EAA 657159, Editor and Canadian Council Board Member 

 

At one count, there were 46 EAA chapters in Canada. There are significantly less today, but a resurgence is in 
progress. Four chapters are in the process of either being restarted or initiated. The most important reason to get 
involved in a chapter is for your own benefit — camaraderie, learning, sharing, and generally working together to 
build a stronger aviation presence in your community. It’s not the purpose of this editorial to go into great detail 
about the history or the actual process of forming a chapter, but my intention is just to provide a reminder that “if 
you build it, they will come.” 

 

Not all EAA chapters grow at the same rate, and sometimes it can feel like tough sledding, to use a climate-
relevant metaphor. One thing is certain: If you apply some energy to communicating with other pilots, arranging 
meetings, finding other EAA members in your area, you will eventually be very glad that you did. If you are one of 
those pilots with several others within say a half hour drive, why not consider forming an EAA chapter, especially if 
you find yourself involved in amateur-built projects or restoration. 

 

As a rule of thumb, you will need at least 10 EAA members to form a chapter, but they don’t all have to be current 
members when you hold your initial meetings. There is no specific time limit on how fast the formation needs to 
happen, other than you can only benefit from some of the significant advantages, like the best aviation club 
insurance, when your chapter has been officially formed. Send us an e-mail if you would like more information on 
forming a chapter. We do have our own Canadian expertise ready to help. We can also arrange to have an e-mail 
blast sent out to all EAA members in your specific area if you would like us to make the initial contact for you. Just 
ask about the ChapterBlast. 

 

Has anyone out there implemented the Dynon Autopilot, especially if it’s coupled to the Dynon D10A/D100 or 
Skyview? I believe that would be a topic several of our readers would love to see, including myself. 

 

As always, thanks to our contributors this month and those of you considering articles in the coming months. Don’t 
forget to check out the many resources on the EAA website including webinars, builder’s tips, and the plethora of 
videos now available. 

 

Finally, it was a privilege to have been involved in honouring Ted Slack at Oshkosh, prior to his recent passing. He 
and his family were delighted to have been chosen for this award. If any of you have suggestions for Canadian 
aviation pioneers who should be honoured at our next Canadian breakfast at AirVenture Oshkosh, please drop us 
a line. 

 

Fly safely and stay warm! See you at Sun ’n Fun? 
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Buddy Flights 
continue every VFR 
weekend (not as many 
nice ones at this time of 

the year). Volunteer 
members are 
encouraged to 
come out and grab 
an empty seat. Our 
breakfast flights 
usually depart at 
about 9:30am on 
weekends and are 
always a lot of fun! 

Shoot an email out to William before the weekend 
to let him know you’re interested… 

 
William Yaworski 

Operations@EAA65.org 

EAA Chapter 65 • Hamilton • Current Directors 
 
President:  Mike Wiebe  Programs:  Joe Brunski 
Vice President: Jaime Alexandre  Membership: Phil Pozer 
Secretary:  Marcus Pfeiffer  Operations: William Yaworski 
Treasurer:  Mark Rataj   Hangars:  Tim Kavanaugh 

New Survey Available to Improve Your Chapter 
EAA, with input from our Chapter Advisory Council and other chapter leaders, has developed a new survey that 
will help us understand how we can better serve our chapters. 
 
We are asking that all EAA Chapters share this survey with their membership by simply forwarding this 
survey link and message to your chapter members. 
 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/TF2C9HG 
 
We would like to have everyone respond by March 31st 
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Program Suggestions / Requests 

 

If you have suggestions for speakers, program topics, or if you would like to share your story 
or knowledge on matters of interest to our chapter, please let Joe Brunski know. 

 
Programs Director, Joe Brunski: Programs@EAA65.org  905-746-3593 

 
 
 

If you have anything you want to advertise 
For Sale / For Rent or Wanted, 
just submit a photo and text to 

Webmaster@EAA65.org 
No charge. No size limits. 

For Sale 
 
Garmin GPS 430W manual and 
interactive CD by ZD publications. 
Very user friendly with many tips and shortcuts. 
Price $25 
 
Richard Abbott 
289-446-1020 
planedude@cogeco.ca 

For Sale 
 
Sensenich Corp. Aluminum Homebuilt 
Propeller 
 
Was the back-up propeller for award winning 
Piel Diamant built by Eric Glew. 
Never needed, fortunately! 
Fits a Lycoming 150 horsepower engine. 
Model number: M74DM-58 
Serial number: K3406/TC 886 
Diameter: 72" 
Propeller repitched by Leavens to 61 
(originally 58) in 1973 
(invoice available) 
Flew for an estimated 500 hours 
 
Price $900 
Contact Eric at 905-822-6033 or 
eglew@rogers.com  
for further information. 
The propeller can be seen in Mississauga 

DAR Solo RTF / KIT: single seat, open or enclosed cockpit, engine: Polini THOR 
250 DS (37 hp), three blade composite propeller, fuel tanks in the wing (2 x 17 l), 
radio, transponder, ELT, Instruments: ASI, VSI, altimeter, inclinometer, magnetic 
compass, EMS (tachometer, CHT, EGT, cooling liquid temperature, fuel, volts, 
Hobbs meter), flexible configurations, many options.  

DAR Duo RTF / KIT: two-seat, side-by-side, open or enclosed cockpit, full dual 
control, engine: Rotax 582UL DCDI (65 hp), three blade composite propeller, fuel 
tanks in the wing (2 x 36 l), radio, transponder, ELT, Instruments: ASI, VSI, 
altimeter, inclinometer, magnetic compass, EMS (tachometer, CHT, EGT, cooling 
liquid temperature, fuel, volts, Hobbs meter), flexible configurations, many 
options.  
Contact Slav Dimov (GM) - Aeroplanes DAR Canada Inc. 
1-416-831-8903      sdimov@aeroplanesdar.ca    www.aeroplanesdar.ca 

METAL WINGS. CARBON FIBER BODY.  
EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE. SUPERIOR DYNAMICS.  

AFFORDABLE PRICE. 


